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Environmental permits enable regulatory agencies to control the disturbance and degradation of the environment caused by man's activities.
Created by governments through legislation, the permit processes are administered by elected officials. Environmental legislation is relatively
new as an independent field of the law: the laws themselves are primarily a conglomeration of older legal doctrines from other fields of law,
modified and adapted for particular situations (Landau and Rheingold 1971). Like other laws, environmental laws are meant to serve and
protect the rights and well-being of the public. However, like other laws, they have created confusion, a proliferation of costly paperwork, and
some inequities. Numerous statutes, dealing with most aspects of pollution, exist at every level of government-so many, in fact, that they
frequently conflict and overlap. These statutes establish a public policy toward polluters. They also empower the regulatory bodies that issue
permits. It would be impossible to compile a list of requirements for each type of permit. Therefore, this book will acquaint the reader with the
common aspects of environmental permits: their terminology, components, and application processes. This book covers the permit process
from initial agencies/applicant contacts through application parts and procedures, to application approval. Special emphasis has been placed
on bringing together copies of laws and lists of agencies as appendices. The appendices give the reader easy access to materials that will
help clarify the permit process.

The NPDES Storm Water Sampling Guidance Document provides a comprehensive description of basic sampling
requirements for NPDES storm water discharge permit applications and offers procedural guidance on how to conduct
sampling. Many of the procedures in this manual are also applicable to the sampling requirements contained in NPDES
storm water permits. Topics covered include background information and a summary of permit application requirements,
the fundamentals of sampling (including obtaining flow data, handling samples, and sending them to the lab), analytical
considerations, regulatory flexibility regarding storm water sampling, and health and safety considerations. This book will
be a cornerstone of NPDES compliance for wastewater treatment plant managers and supervisors, consultants,
laboratories, lab managers and chemists, regulators, current NPDES permit holders, and anyone applying for an NPDES
permit.
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